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CORRIGENDUM 
 

Page number and original content: 
 
1. p. 40. Section 3.4 Title "When to Measure Impact".  

2. p. 68. paras 1, 2 and Table 5.1, from “This approach…” through “Source: Authors” 

3. p. 69-72, "control groups" and "counterfactual" 

4. p. 86, final line "instrument" 

5. p. 121, first sentence "mean", para 2, line 2 "mean" 

6. p. 156, para 4, "section 1.3", "section 1.4", "section 1.6", "section 1.7" 

7. p. 121, second to last text line, “αy“ 

8. p. 156-157, “τ ATE”, “τ ATT”, “τ ATU” 

9. p. 163, “εiit” 

10. p. 169, line 11 (2nd equation), "Wi = 1" 

11. p. 175, "probitP(W=1|X)" 

12. p. 180, “δ” and “τ” in text and equations 

13. p. 40, "red line" 

14. p. 40, "grey line" 

15. p. 127, "where MES is mes expressed in standard deviations" 

16. p. 151 “3ie is a global nongovernmental organization for impact evaluations with its main office in 
New Delhi.  It does not conduct impact evaluations itself, but funds them through various grant 
modalities.” 

 
 
Changed to: 
 

1. Changed to “Time Dimension of Impact” 

2. Deleted to make space for new insertion of Figure 5.1 

3. "comparison groups" 

4. "fitted values" 

5. "mean effect" 

6. "section 3", "section 4", "section 6", "section 7" 

7. “σy” 

8. “ATE”, “ATT”, “ATU” 

9. “εit” 

10. "Wi = 0" 

11. "probitP(W=1|Z)" 

12. “δ” and “τ” reversed to be consistent with Figure 5.3 

13. "grey line" 

14. "red line" 
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15. "where mes is MES expressed in standard deviations" 

16. “3ie is a global nongovernmental organization for impact evaluations with offices in New Delhi, 
Washington, and London. It funds impact evaluations through various grant modalities and 
undertakes selected impact evaluations.” 

 


